
 

Hello everybody, 

 

are you doing good? Here in Bavaria we enjoy a sunny spring and knit diligently airy and 

cheerful shawls for balmy summer evenings. 

 

  

 

"Painted Waves" by Kieran Foley was knitted from one of our new ones 

 

WOLLMEISEN ROLLS - the tart without remorse 

 
  

I think my new Wollmeisen Rolls look so delicious and are almost a pity to unpack. But you 

should not think that way, especially if you look at "Painted Waves". This shawl is magical, 

but there are so many more projects to knit from. 

The Wollmeisen Rolls are entangled "Blankets", where you can start knitting immediately 

and for the first time achieve a very long color gradient with the intense Wollmeise colors. 

The weight of the Wollmeisen Rolls is 150 grams, so much as a complete strand (Pure) and 

therefore sufficient for a pretty project. 



Remember, only two threads you have to sew, is not that wonderful? 

Unfortunately, we can only dye very small quantities of the Rolls. Please be patient, we 

continue to color the Wollmeisen Rolls, also in other colors. 

The Wollmeisen Rolls will get a special category on our website under Specials. There you 

can admire them even before the sales start on 01. June 2018. 

 

 
 

  

 

The Wollmeisen birdies, my little darlings: 

Our birdies are no mayflies, but firmly included in the assortment. 

Our birdies in Twin are already in the starting blocks and will arrive from the 18th of May 

2018 !!! 

We underestimated how long the winding takes. Sorry that we could not react faster with 

replenishment. It does not stay with the existing station wagon, I always think of new 

variations. I especially like color gradients in the rainbow, whether in muted or in brilliant 

colors. What do you all mean? We are always open to suggestions. 

 

 
 

  

 

The delicate harmonistas - delicate colors for tender feelings: 

The delicate harmonistas continue, even in other qualities. This world has many lovers and so 

do we, so there should be something for every taste. I think quite a lot of people know that I'm 

not that big a fan of pastels, but I love playing with colors and completely underestimated the 

wealth of possibilities. Giulietta and Romeo, the balcony, are exactly mine. 

With all the tits colors you could always achieve color gradients, slowly we are completely . 

 

 

 

  

https://www.rohrspatzundwollmeise.de/specials/birdies/
https://www.rohrspatzundwollmeise.de/specials/neu-im-meisennest/


 

 
Last but not least, our event, the upcoming Summer Sale, with meetings, exchanges and 

enjoyments: 

I'm looking forward to seeing many familiar faces again and getting to know new ones. I am 

especially happy to welcome Nicolor. Nico will once again have a booth where you'll be able 

to scrutinize, touch, feel, and maybe try their incredible designs (but you'll have to ask them 

yourself). 

 

We also have Happy Day on the last day of sale with another price reduction. The prices are 

stable since 2016! Last year was a one-time "slip-up" as we had to vacate our warehouse for 

refurbishment. 

So it remains cheap to visit our sale. 

 

Maybe we see us? I would be glad! 

 

Your Wollmeise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rohrspatzundwollmeise.de/content/laden/summersale/

